
My Career in 
Conservation
Episode Ten

Episode Ten Summary:
Are you thinking about a career in conservation science?  This episode introduces you to some 
amazing people who went down that path. 

Using Poop to Study Rhino Reproduction
Poop tells scientists a lot about an animal. Our scientists are working in Kenya to 
learn about black rhinos’ hormones and how they affect their reproduction. They 
study the rhinos’ hormones by collecting their poop.

Go Deeper: https://nationalzoo.si.edu/global-health-program/news 
/poop-scoop-how-dung-helps-us-understand-rhino-reproduction

Meet the Caretaker: Juan Rodriguez
Giant pandas Bei Bei, Bao Bao and Tian Tian are just a few of the important 
animals that animal caretaker Juan Rodriguez has looked after at Smithsonian's 
National Zoo. Rodriguez offers an inside look at what it takes to take care for 
different species and how the Smithsonian is helping conserve them.

Go Deeper: https://insider.si.edu/2016/01/meet-juan-rodriguez-panda-keep-
er-at-the-national-zoo/

Nature Brain: How can bacteria help farmers?
In the soil beneath farm fields, special bacteria called "rhizobia" can deliver 
nutrients to plants like soybeans, peas and other legumes. Dr. Kim Komatsu 
explains how bacteria can help farmers. 

Go Deeper: https://nationalzoo.si.edu/object/yt_kC_2ye6x8Oc

This ten-part series is the result of a partnership between the 
Smithsonian Institution’s Conservation Commons Earth Optimism Initiative, the Ministry of 
Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia, and the U.S. Embassy in Jakarta.

Videos:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJ47BkT7R3Q&list=PL2C76058D62FFEB3D&index=6
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/global-health-program/news/poop-scoop-how-dung-helps-us-understand-rhino-reproduction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQiERYcuRRk
https://insider.si.edu/2016/01/meet-juan-rodriguez-panda-keeper-at-the-national-zoo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kC_2ye6x8Oc&list=UUj6f9cwRLj8VBdwPmYsIxDg
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/object/yt_kC_2ye6x8Oc


Meet the Curator: Kenton Kerns
Kenton Kerns, Assistant Curator of the Small Mammal House, shows us how he 
cares for golden lion tamarins at Smithsonian's National Zoo. He sheds a light on 
the successful program between the Zoo and Brazilian conservation agencies.

Go Deeper: https://www.si.edu/object/meet-curator-kenton-kerns:yt_xbwm-
Kzb920A

Videos:

Questions for Discussion:
Why is it important for scientists to understand rhino homones?
How can soil bacteria benefit both farming and conservation?
What can scientist learn by comparing modern day wale bones 
and fosil bones?
How can scientists at zoos support wild animal populations?

Episode 10 Vocabulary:
Bacteria
Endocrine
Fossil
Non-invasive

The World's Largest Collection of  Whale Bones | Joe's Big Idea | NPR
Did you know the Smithsonian's museum support center is home to the largest 
collection of whale bones EVER? Madeline Sofia from Joe’s Big Idea takes a tour, 
talks whale bones and what they can teach us, with paleobiologist Nick Pyenson. 

Go Deeper: https://global.si.edu/people/nicholas-pyenson-nick

Underwater Meadows & Resilient Seas
Dr. Justin Campbell describes the importance of seagrass habitats in the marine 
environment and research being done at Carrie Bow Cay to better understand 
coastal enviornements.

Go Deeper: https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/news/earth-optimism-oryx

Students Ask a Wildlife Veterinarian About 
Protecting Animals
Dr. Daniel Lumbantobing is a postdoctoral fellow in the 
department of vertebrate zoology division of fishes at the 
Smithsonian Museum of Natural History. His major group of 
interests are Asian pelagic minnows and other cypriniform 
fishes from the area as well as ricefishes and gobies from 
Sulawesi. He studies the systematics and taxonomy of 
these groups using both morphological and molecular 
analyses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48jgrrqKuCs
https://marinegeo.si.edu/research/research-in-action/underwater-meadows-and-resilient-seas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ft2g30vpsH8&feature=emb_logo
https://global.si.edu/people/nicholas-pyenson-nick
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbwmKzb920A
https://www.si.edu/object/meet-curator-kenton-kerns:yt_xbwmKzb920A
https://naturalhistory.si.edu/staff/daniel-lumbantobing


Educational Resources
Zoo and Wildlife Career FAQs:
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/education/wildlife-careers

Sources for Information on Careers in Biology, 
Conservation, and Oceanography:
https://www.si.edu/Encyclopedia_SI/nmnh/ 
careers.htm

Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute:
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/conservation

Smithsonian Museum Conservation Institute:
https://www.si.edu/mci/english/research/index.html

Smithsonian Conservation Commons:
https://conservationcommons.si.edu

Find out more About Earth Optimism and how you can get involved
https://earthoptimism.si.edu

Find us on Social Media @earthoptimism #earthoptimism

Earth Optimism is an initiative led by the Smithsonian Institution's Conservation Commons Network, including Movement of 
Life and Working Land and Seascapes Actions Areas, including The Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute, Smithsonian 
Environmental Research Center, Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, 
Smithsonian Office of International Relations, Smithsonian National Zoological Park, Smithsonian Marine Station, Smithsonian 
Enterprises, Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage, Smithsonian Science Education Center, Cooper Hewitt, 
Smithsonian Design Museum, and The Smithsonian Channel.

Key Facts
• Between 1960 and 1995, black rhino numbers      
   dropped by 98%.

• Poaching and black-market trafficking of rhino     
   horn continue to threaten rhinos’ recovery. 

• Forest loss and infrastructure development (such  
   as dams, roads, and railways) are the greatest  
   threats to giant pandas.

• In 1981, golden lion tamarins became one of the  
   first species to be designated as part of the 
   Association of Zoos & Aquariums’ Species 
   Survival Plan, with 143 zoos participating in the  
   captive breeding program.  

• The blue whale is the largest animal that ever lived  
   and can weigh as much as 150,000 kg (330,000  
   pounds).

Students Ask a Wildlife Veterinarian About 
Protecting Animals
Dr. Kimberly Komatsu is the principal investigator and 
senior scientist at Smithsonian Enviornmental 
Researcher Center’s Ecosystem Conservation Lab. 
She studies how ecosystem function is influenced by 
mutualisms, competition, consumers, and alterations in 
abiotic resource availability. Projects in Dr. Komatsu’s 
lab examine a diverse suite of global change drivers, 
such as nutrient deposition and runoff, consumer loss, 
altered climatic regimes, and species invasions.

https://serc.si.edu/staff/kimberly-la-pierre-komatsu
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/education/wildlife-careers
https://www.si.edu/Encyclopedia_SI/nmnh/careers.htm
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/conservation
https://www.si.edu/mci/english/research/index.html
https://conservationcommons.si.edu
https://www.facebook.com/EarthOptimism/
https://twitter.com/earthoptimism/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDCxrLrmApEDEHC6o-fCYAg



